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March 31 is celebrated as World Backup Day worldwide, but why is backup important? It's not hard to imagine a scenario where you accidentally spill coffee on your phone or maybe lose it in your pocket while on vacation. Enter cloud backups. Having a cloud backup guarantees access to your data from anywhere in the world. Write to
the web browser to take a look at every image you've taken, or perhaps a copy of a document you accidentally deleted. Sure, you can make local backups of your phone's data or sync all the photos, but it's a good idea to keep the cloud backup as well. Why? Well, on the one hand, it makes it infinitely easier to switch to a new device. All
your data is where you left it. Lost your phone? Sign up with credentials and continue to use the new device as normal. In addition, hard drives are prone to failure. It's not about when, it's about when. A good backup strategy always includes copy after site, and for most consumers, cloud backup is a great alternative to implementing your
own data center. Information stored in the cloud also means that you won't have to rely on clumsy solutions such as cables. Just connect to the Internet, connect to the cloud server selection, and return that data to your phone. Read on to find out how to back up your Android phone to the cloud. Back up to Google AccountOne from the
first things you do when you set up an Android phone to add to your Google account. If you have an account, Android will back up your phone setup time and enable synchronization for contacts, bookmarks, passwords and more by default. If you use Chrome as your primary browser on your computer, you'll also find all your bookmarks
and passwords up to date on your phone. There's nothing else to do here. Next, these are the pictures. Cameras have quickly become the most important factor in differentiating when buying a new phone and keeping them safely backed up just as important. As it turns out, Google Photos is probably the best service to back up photos
around. There are two options available here. You can either back up all the images in high quality with just a little compression applied, or pay for uncompressed backups using Storage Drive. Google's compression quality is very good, and most users rarely notice the difference between compressed and uncompressed versions. In fact,
if you rarely blow up your images on the big screen, the free level should be enough for you. However, if you are like me and are particularly critical of Copies, Google offers a wide range of storage levels that go from 100GB to multiple terabytes of memory. This will allow you to back up all your photos and videos just as they were. It is a
storage space shared with Google Drive and can be used to store other files as well. Finally, Google automatically backs up text messages as In case you want to trigger an instant backup, just head over to the backup tab in the settings and click on the backup now to instantly beam all your latest text messages. Do I have other options
for backup storage of photos in the cloud? If you don't want to back everything up on Google's servers, there are more than a few options. Google Photos may be one of the simplest photo backup services around, but it doesn't necessarily offer detailed control over how you organize images. If you subscribe to Amazon Prime, and there's
no reason you shouldn't, you'll get access to unlimited backup photos, in their original quality using the Amazon Drive app. This is a fantastic thing if you are already signing up for a service for quick deliveries. Otherwise, 100GB of storage on Amazon Drive costs $19,99 a year, which isn't too bad either for peace of mind, which comes
with securing all your images. OneDrive Photo BackupElsewhere, OneDrive is a great option for backing up photos as well. If you subscribe to Office 365, Microsoft packs 1TB of cloud storage. That's a lot of images. The OneDrive app can automatically back up all images and videos to the cloud. You can then log on to the website or
download the OneDrive app for your computer to view or download these images. In case you don't subscribe to Office 365, OneDrive offers up to 5GB of storage for free with 100GB of storage costing $1.99 per month. Not bad. You can also look at more traditional photo storage solutions such as Smugmug and Flickr. Both services are
aimed at photographers and as such, offer advanced features such as a dedicated website to showcase their images, viewing statistics and even options for printing images. Apps for both services allow you to automatically back up images on a pre-selected album making it easy enough to find a cloud house for all your photos. Smugmug
costs $5.99 per month of unlimited storage while Flickr charges $7.99 for a similar level. Since both services offer free trials, you can give them both a shot to see which one works best for you, and if you register you're registered for a longer term, there are better deals to be had. Back up messages in the cloud While your phone
automatically backs up SMS messages to the cloud, there are several apps that claim to do it better. One such application is Microsoft's SMS IS ORGANIZER. However, the app claims to be doing much more than just automatic backups. SMS Organizer As the name implies, sms organizer can sort out your messages and make sure that
spam and promotional messages remain hidden in the corner. It's smart enough to sort out bank receipts and credit card statements in individual tabs, so you can easily search for those when needed. Finally, yes, it backs up all the images on Google Drive and makes it easy to sync those messages back whenever you want. I use the
app for and he can vouch for that. It just works. Get sms organizer on Play StoreAnother version of SMS backup. This free app automatically sends your SMS streams to Gmail and stores them under the SMS tag. Not only that, SMS backup, as well as backing up MMS and recording call log. SMS Backup also allows you to recover SMS
and log call records back to your phone, but unfortunately restoring MMS back to your phone is not yet possible at this time. The installation process is a bit cumbersome, but I like the fact that you can look at archival messages right in your inbox. You can download SMS Backup from the Google Play Store.With a huge number of options
available, there is actually no reason not to back up your phone in the cloud. Even if you prefer local backups, there's no harm in keeping the backup back up. Setting up takes a few minutes and gives you confidence that your data is protected even if you lose your phone. What is your preferred backup strategy? Let us know in the
comments section. By default, google Photos backup will happen for all the photos and videos you shoot on your smartphone. The quality of these backups may vary depending on your device or personal settings, but you will need to manually disable this feature to stop. However, there are many other photos and videos that come
through the device that you might assume Google Photos back up the work, too. As it turns out, Google recently suspended extensive backups for third-party apps such as WhatsApp, Instagram and more. It even imposed a moratorium on photo backups from its own apps such as Messages.Related: A beginner's guide to Google
PhotosAccording for Google, the reason for this background change to back up Google Photos is to help ease the internet tension caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. We've seen companies like Netflix make similar changes when it temporarily lowered the quality of streaming video for its content. So you may have asked Google Photos
to back back back the media from third-party apps at one point, but that doesn't mean it's still happening. Fortunately, you can manually re-activate Google Photos backups for all the apps you want. It requires a little legwork, but not hard. Back up Google Photos: How to customize for all apps Check the state of Google Photos backup is
simple. Below you'll find a step-by-step instruction on how to check that using an Android phone. Right below the instructions are screenshots to help you. Keep in mind that Google has just updated Google Photos with a new look. Thus, these instructions only work on this updated version. If you're on the old version, you can scroll down
a little further (for screenshots) and follow the instructions typical of your version of the app. Check the google Photos backup statusStor of the Google Photos app on your Android smartphone. On Na lower menu, click the Library. Once you're in the library, tap the Utility icon at the top of the page. Now you're on the Utility menu. At the
bottom of the list, click Back Up the device folder. Now you'll see a bunch of pictures. Each photo is a folder on your device that has images. Scroll through the list and find the list you want Google Photos backups to work and touch on. At the top of the selected folder you will see the switch back up and synchronization. Switch it on and
Google Photos will back up everything that goes into this folder going forward. Click on the library Click on the device's back up folder Click folder you want to back up Turn back up and sync the switch to this folder now back up! Just repeat these steps above for any and all folders you want Google Photos to back up for you. We
recommend that Google Photos backup be enabled for Instagram, Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter and other popular social media platforms. Are you still running the old version of Google Photos? Follow the instructions below to perform the same action as above: Open Google Photos on your Android smartphone. Click on the three-line
bar menu in the top left corner, then select Settings.At at the top of the settings list, click Back Up and Sync. At the bottom of the back page and sync, click the Back Up folder of the device. Use the switches in the right column to activate any folders you want Google Photos backups to work for. That's it! Now you'll be sure that every photo
and video you want to be backed up in the cloud actually makes it there. Over there.
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